Technical Session Details
Chris DeRosa, Director of Sales & Marketing - Metallurgical Products, Washington Mills

Silicon Carbide Production & Use in Coreless Induction Furnaces
The presentation
will cover how Silicon Carbide is produced. Its use as charge material in
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melting ductile iron and the benefits of SiC to the melt quality.

Mike Mutton, Larpen Metallurgical Service

Graphite and Carbon Additives for the Iron Foundry
A comparison of common carbon additives available to the iron foundry will be covered.
The discussion will include the origin of the manufacturing process of and resulting the
properties that affect the strength and weakness of each carbon additive type for
ductile and gray iron applications.

Dr. John M. Richardson, Director of Technology, SunCoke Energy

A Journey Into Foundry Coke Manufacturing and Chemistry
SunCoke began its journey into making foundry coke in 2019 when it sought to diversify the
use of its heat recovery ovens. Today, SunCoke supplies over 20% of the US foundry coke
demand and continues to leverage its technical capabilities to increase production
capacity as well as create new foundry coke blends. This talk will review SunCoke’s foundry
coke journey, explore the key technical differences between heat recovery ovens and byproduct ovens and how these differences impact foundry coke making. Also discussed will be
various technical discoveries made by SunCoke regarding foundry coke synthesis and
application in cupolas producing ductile and gray iron.
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Jeremy Lipshaw, Product Development Engineer, Applied Process Inc.

Demystifying the Ductile Iron Casting Conversion
For those untrained in casting technologies, converting from a fabrication to a casting may
seem like a daunting task. Fabrications such as weldments, stampings, and forgings typically
allow for intuitive, additive-based designs and tend to use classical materials. Castings, on the
other hand, require a separate set of skills that are generally not taught to designers and may
have unique material properties that prevent the use of popular material selection shortcuts.
However, with the proper design optimization and material selection techniques, converting an
existing fabrication to a casting can provide a lightweight, low-cost, and sustainable
alternative. This presentation will introduce how to identify casting conversion candidates, how
to interpret material selection indices, and how to design an optimized casting.

Mark Osborne, PHD, Senior Engineer - Casting Manufacturing, GE Transportation - a
Wabtec Company

SSFDI Iron: From Part Design to Production
Solid Solution Ferritic Ductile Iron has officially been recognized now for 10 years. It is a unique
alloy. It has high strength and good elongation, while maintaining excellent machinability due
to its fully ferritic microstructure. With its excellent properties, some design engineers have used
the SSFDI alloys as a cost reduction by using it to replace expensive steel castings. The other
design option is to replace a heavily machined ductile component with a SSFDI version to
reduce machining costs. These design advantages provide a unique position in the market for
SSFDI alloys.The alloy is also very easy to produce, with a variety of methods to adjust the
silicon and carbon contents.This presentation will cover aspects of SSFDI from a design
engineer’s perspective and a production engineer’s perspective.
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Vasko Popovski, PE, Director of Sales and Marketing, Advanced Heat Treat Corp

Controlling Costs in the Heat Treat Supply Chain
Global supply chains are strained. Prices are up. Lead times are long. Help is hard to find.
Some products and services are unavailable, period. These are significant challenges. This
presentation will offer guidelines on how a Purchasing professional can be proactive to save
time and money in the heat treatment marketplace. The attendee will learn basics about
nitriding heat treatment, as well as techniques to drive manufacturing cost savings in these
difficult times.

Kirk Keithly, Technical Application Director - Indirect Machine/Parts, Exone Company

Additive Manufacturing for the Casting Industry
Additive Manufacturing, everything from soup to nuts will be covered as it affects
the foundry industry.

Jim White, Consultant

Casting Supplier Auditing by an OEM
Before partnering with a casting supplier it is important to determine if they are able to meet
the needs of the casting purchaser. Auditing is a tool that companies can use to eliminate or
prevent problems before they occur. This presentation will cover: What questions should the
audit answer? What should a foundry do to prepare for an OEM audit? The need for an audit
can come at different times during a supplier relationship. The obvious time for an audit is when
vetting a new supplier, but other instances could be when specific issues have come up that
need to be re-addressed, or if significant organizational or management changes have
occurred
at the supplier. Every audit will have a different purpose or objective, depending on
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the situation, and should be customized appropriately. White will walk attendees through the
steps to a meaningful evaluation of a potential or existing casting supplier
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Trevor Beach, Technical Director, Betz Industries

New Steels and Where has Our Steel Scrap Gone?
This presentation will show how the automobile material selection has changed. The automotive
industry has started utilizing more aluminum and high strength steels, with a new steel labeled
advanced high strength steels. The high strength and advanced high strength steels are coming
in the scrap stream from automotive stamping plants. Two elements have been dealt with for
probably 20 years now, manganese and boron. The new elements that are relatively unknown
are Niobium, Vanadium and elevated levels of Titanium, Aluminum, Chromium and Molybdenum.
The specifications for the high strength and advanced high strength steels will be shared.

Jeff Schutz, Metallurgist, Hiler Industries

Thin Walled Ductile Iron Castings in a Shell Mold Foundry
Hiler industries has been producing ductile iron at Kingsbury Castings for over 75 years. The
companies, the materials, the processes and the people/culture that drives this success will be
explored in this talk about a shell mold foundry producing thin-walled ductile iron castings.

Mark Fields, Technical Sales Manager, Glidewell Specialties Foundry Co., Inc

The Use of Pearlitic Ductile Iron to Manufacture the
World’s Largest Gate Valve
Glidewell Specialties Foundry Co has decades of experience in making large cast iron valves
in gray iron and ductile iron. This is the story of how we helped the design company and the
end use customer in meeting design and project objectives, including casting the world’s
largest
gate valves ever produced. Seven of these gigantic valves were made, tested and
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installed the design met the criteria to offer decades of water supply to a metroplex well into
the end of this century.
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Lizeth Medina Balliet, Senior Manager - Advanced Data Science, Neenah Foundry
and David Williams, Retired

Review of DIS Hot Topics as a Resource for Ductile
Iron Production Problem Solving
The DIS Hot topics remain a valuable resource to ensure the quality production of ductile iron.
This review will cover some of the subjects in the Hot Topics library, how to access them and
create your own in-house resource. This subject will be of greatest importance to the next
generation of foundry personnel.
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